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PROGRESS 

 During my 10 years of dancing and 6 years of been a pro Bboy, I have seen people come and go, talented 

people give up and quit because of the challenges of this walk of life, this loop has been on for years and I was 

part of it for years until I realized there was no progression in my career as a dancer. Of the many challenges I 

have seen dancers struggle with two of the most common especially in my society is the pressure to perform 

and impress which is mostly created by self-expectations about whoever is their audience; this becomes a 

road block to efficiently using and maximizing their presence of platforms they are given. Instead of 

performing to checkmate progression personally or as a team, stagnation is built from negative use of 

opportunities. The second most rampant challenge is comparison; comparisons are the biggest destroyers of 

self-worth and vision, you lose sight of what you were created for and what you were made to do when you 

begin to monitor and rate yourself with the progress of others.  

Progress is what yields results and makes one relevant in any field of work, when I made a decision and made 

up my mind to become relevant in the hip hop and dance industry I set out to learn and build value as a 

dancer. Value is what makes any human being relevant no matter where or who he or she is. To build value is 

to invest your time and resources into becoming better as a dancer and a generally as a person. What helps 

you as a dancer to build value is to have a bigger picture of where you are going to (vision) and begin to work 

on the path of making it a reality. 

Dance as a lifestyle is about progress, progress ranges from learning new moves, achieving new techniques, 

building relationships, creating a new dance piece or making a video project. The most successful dancers are 

those ones who take out personal progress and put in the extra hours to make sure the move from their 

present level to the next. The key to succeeding as a dancer and also in all spares of life is setting great feasible 

goals. Goals serve as checkpoints to your success; it begins with self observation of one’s present level in 

dancing, level, experience, exposure and generally in life. However, the hard part of goal setting we often miss 

is defining the small steps that create the big ones: every working system is made up of small parts that are 

put together to create the function and output of that system. Personal goals can be as little as learning and 

mastering a particular move or technique, building a relationship with other dancers or crews in and outside 

your domain, learning videography or music production or even designing outfits other dancers can buy from 

you. To chase a goal you must first be determined to work hard and also sacrifice to get the desired results, 

once you have decided and set your heart to chase after your goals clearly write them down in your journal or 

vision board and view them every single day to remind yourself what lies at the end of the chase. If you can, 
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get friends who have same goals as you and then work on it together: goals are easy to achieve at a faster rate 

when worked on as a team as there is a level of accountability, push and encouragement.  

When penning down your goals, instead of writing down one big step break it into simple steps that would 

make up the big one when put together. If you are trying to learn a move or technique write down the basics 

of the move learn and practice them daily, if you are trying to build a relationship start with saying “Hi” or 

helping promote others rather than yourself, in the long run, you will see that these small steps start adding 

up to make your big goal achievable. A key to achieving every goal is patience and perseverance; to be patient 

is to not get upset during the process of progress and to persevere is to keep moving even when you hit the 

point of frustration which is unavoidable in every process.  

3 TIPS TO MAKING POSITIVE PROGRESS 

Progress can be negative (retrogress)  due to actions taken without thought of the outcome and proper 

planning, positive progress is just the opposite; it requires proper planning, good choices, determination and 

commitment. Here are a few ways to make such progress; 

1. FIND YOUR PACE: Every single dancer is made and designed by God to function and progress at a 

different pace, at one point we all meet but at one point we all disperse because of the destination 

that lies in our vision. Some were designed to teach, others to create, others to promote, others to 

perform, others to influence, others to organize and others to maintain the culture and ensure it is 

never lost during the course of History. Every single one of us though in the same field has different 

abilities and capacities that have been built in us, things that we can handle with ease and not much 

effort required compared to the ones we learned. Most of us however try to use a pace that is not ours 

because others are succeeding at that pace, in the long run we get super frustrated because we were 

not made to handle pressure and frustration that comes from such a pace. When you are moving at 

your pace, you learn a lot through the process called time; you learn to be disciplined, patient, manage 

resources, share space, sacrifice and build relationships. Process is an unavoidable part of life that must 

be embraced in order to grow; a process requires you to understand your timing and what kind of 

process you are going through so as to ensure you reap the full benefit of it. Never allow another 

person’s process and progressions distract and shift you from your path, stay focused. 

2. BUILD A POSTIVELY INFLUENCING CIRCLE: Even if you have a great vision, the people around you will 

be the determinants of it coming to pass. When you are around people who are not ready to progress 

and you are deeply associated with them, you become anchored to their mindset of stagnation; this is 
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an unfortunate but true mystery. If you want your goals to become a reality break away from such 

relationships and consciously develop relationships with people who have goals similar to yours and 

work/walk together towards achieving your goals and building value personally and as a circle, your 

circle plays a vital role in building your entire life, if you are surrounded by people who only see 

impossibility in everything you will never be able to take a step further because the faith to take a step 

comes from what you hear around you constantly, this applies to every area of your life. Make friends 

and associate with people outside your field; designers, accountants, marketers, producers, business 

owners and so on who do not see impossibilities but only opportunities in every situation or season 

they find themselves in. 

3. BE INTENTIONAL: To be intentional is to have a motive behind every action you make either good or 

bad. Every outcome of your life right now is a result of choices you made or did not make years ago, 

this is applicable to every area of your life as a dancer; from performances to skill to level (beginner, 

intermediate, advanced, master) to relationships and experiences. When you allow chance and trend 

to determine your progress you end up in most cases with the words ‘There’s no wealth in dance, I 

quit…’ No single successful person on the planet in any field became successful by chance, they made 

an intentional choice to break norms and go beyond average; every book, every relationship, every 

hour, every purchase and every giving was intentional. Before learning a move, what is the intention 

you have behind it, before building a relationship what do you intend to achieve out of it, intentional 

actions are thought driven before they are manifested as a reality. As a dancer who wants progress, 

think about the results of every goal you set before you before chasing it and you will surely see good 

results in the long run. 

I hope this short book has been able to stir you up into finding a direction for your career as a creative person, 

it is very essential to have guidance in whatever you choose to do in this walk of life. If you want to be 

successful make studying successful people a goal irrespective of their field, success is still same globally. 

Never see material wealth as the only sign of success instead see value as success, when you have enough 

value it attracts all the wealth you need, you have access to resources in abundance because of relationships 

you develop in the process of building yourself. Decide today that you will take a step from where you have 

been standing and chose to push out from the circle that is not helping you become better in your craft and 

your personal life as well; excellence begins with your personal habits before it is reflected in your craft. 

Be strong willed, be patient, be diligent and be committed in every area of your life and you will begin to 

encounter progress like never before. 
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